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Deterministic Relational Regularized Autoencoders
Relational regularized autoencoders (RAEs) is a special case of WAEs to overcome the 
under-regularization problem by using fused Gromov Wasserstein as the regularization to combine 
both direct comparison and relational comparison.

                               

Deterministic relational regularized autoencoder (DRAE) is a variant of RAEs that achieves the 
state-of-the-art generative quality and has a fast computational time. 
Replace FGW by sliced fused Gromov Wasserstein (SFG):

                                     and                    is the uniform distribution on the hypersphere of      dimension 
          The expectation is approximated by Monte Carlo scheme with       samples (projections)
          When           are empirical distributions,                                  can be computed efficiently by         
           sorting  the projected supports.
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Spherical Sliced Fused Gromov Wasserstein
We introduce spherical sliced fused Gromov Wasserstein (SSFG), a new discrepancy for the 
relational regularization.

                              is the von-Mises Fisher distribution with the location parameter     and the 
concentration parameter     

SSFG finds the best von-Mises Fisher distribution that can maximize the expected 1-d FGW
           
           The optimization can be solved by stochastic gradient ascent with  the reparameterization trick 
           and sampling procedure of the vMF the distribution.

           SSFG is a pseudo distance between two distributions since it satisfies non-negativity, symmetry,
           and the weak triangle inequality.
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Spherical Sliced Fused Gromov Wasserstein

       SSFG is the generalization of SFG due to the interpolation property of the vMF distribution.

               SSFG is a interpolation between SFG and max-SFG

        We also have following inequality for any

        SSFG does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality for the
inference purposes 
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Spherical Deterministic Relational Regularized Autoencoder

By using SSFG for the regularization in WAEs, we obtain a new relational regularized autoencoder :
spherical deterministic relational regularized autoencoder (s-DRAE)

            s-DRAE is the generalization of DRAE and m-DRAE (uses max-SFG)
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Power Spherical Sliced Fused Gromov Wasserstein
We introduce power spherical sliced fused Gromov Wasserstein (PSSFG), a new discrepancy that has 
the same property as SSFG but has faster computational time.

                              is the power spherical distribution with the location parameter     and the 
concentration parameter     

          PSSFG is faster than SSFG since the power spherical does not need rejection sampling
           algorithm to sample from like the vMF distribution (also lead to more stable sampling).

          PSSFG inherits all properties of SSFG such as metricity, interpolation, no curse of 
           dimensionality

          Using PSSFG in WAEs creates power spherical deterministic relational regularized 
            autoencoder (ps-DRAE)
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Mixture variants of SSFG and PSSFG

Using the mixture of von-Mises Fisher (power spherical) distribution can lead to following variants

         Mixture spherical sliced fused Gromov Wasserstein (MSSFG)

             

         Mixture power spherical sliced fused Gromov Wasserstein (MPSSFG)

                              

          The RAEs versions of MSSFG and MPSSFG are mixture spherical DRAE (ms-DRAE) and 
           and mixture power spherical DRAE (mps-DRAE) respectively
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Experiments : Image generation and reconstruction

                                     Table:   Comparison between autoencoders                        
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Experiments : Generated images
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Experiments : Latent space visualization
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Summary                                               

        Introducing a new family of sliced fused Gromov Wasserstein discrepancies

    
        Theoretical analysis (metricity, interpolation, curse of dimensionality)

        Introduce corresponding improved variants of RAEs

        Experimental results to show the favorable performance of new autoencoders
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